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Single-particle trackinga b s t r a c t
In vivo single-molecule experiments offer new perspectives on the behaviour of DNA binding pro-
teins, from the molecular level to the length scale of whole bacterial cells. With technological
advances in instrumentation and data analysis, ﬂuorescence microscopy can detect single molecules
in live cells, opening the doors to directly follow individual proteins binding to DNA in real time. In
this review, we describe key technical considerations for implementing in vivo single-molecule ﬂuo-
rescence microscopy. We discuss how single-molecule tracking and quantitative super-resolution
microscopy can be adapted to extract DNA binding kinetics, spatial distributions, and copy numbers
of proteins, as well as stoichiometries of protein complexes. We highlight experiments which have
exploited these techniques to answer important questions in the ﬁeld of bacterial gene regulation
and transcription, as well as chromosome replication, organisation and repair. Together, these stud-
ies demonstrate how single-molecule imaging is transforming our understanding of DNA-binding
proteins in cells.
 2014 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction below the diffraction limit of light (250 nm). In vivo single-Protein–DNA interactions are critical to many important
biological functions, from gene regulation and transcription to
DNA replication and repair. To better understand these processes
we need to look at molecular details, such as the intracellular con-
centrations and stoichiometries of DNA-binding proteins, the loca-
tion of DNA binding sites inside cells, and the binding kinetics of
these proteins. However, focusing on the molecular level can miss
the bigger picture; we also need to understand how protein–DNA
interactions shape the organisation of chromosomes and cause
phonotypical changes over the whole cell.
In vitro single-molecule experiments have extended our under-
standing of protein–DNA interactions based on detailed mechanis-
tic analysis using puriﬁed proteins and DNA oligonucleotides. On
the other hand, proteins can be imaged inside living cells with ﬂuo-
rescence microscopy. However, while conventional ﬂuorescence
microscopy can report on large cellular features, details are lostmolecule imaging bridges the gap between molecular-level and
cellular-level experiments, and can thus address new questions
that neither in vitro studies nor conventional ﬂuorescence micros-
copy can answer.
Knowing where proteins bind DNA is central to understanding
their function. Tools like chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
are powerful in determining speciﬁc binding sequences [1], but
they give no information on where these binding events take place
spatially within cells, and what their kinetics are. Because these
assays use lysates from many cells, they can only report on popu-
lation averages. In vivo single-molecule techniques can allow indi-
vidual DNA binding events to be observed in live cells [2–10],
shedding new light on binding behaviour, and resolving heteroge-
neity that ensemble measurements can miss [11,12]. Moreover,
these techniques can report on the spatial locations of these
actions in cells, and how they change as cells respond to stimuli
[4]. Experiments in live cells can also report on the kinetics of pro-
cesses. For example, measuring protein dwell times on DNA in live
cells provides insight into the rates of enzymatic action of proteins
[4]. The rates of DNA binding can also shed light on the mecha-
nisms by which proteins locate their speciﬁc binding sites [2,3].
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imaging single molecules in live bacteria and show how these can
be combined with tools like single-particle tracking to offer a new
perspective on protein–DNA interactions from the molecular
length scale to the level of whole bacterial cells. We highlight
experiments that used these methods to solve key questions in
bacterial transcription, DNA replication, and repair.
2. Single-molecule methods
2.1. In vivo single-molecule ﬂuorescence
Fluorescence microscopy allows labelled molecules to be
observed inside cells with greatly reduced unwanted signal from
other cellular components. This speciﬁcity naturally lends itself to
single-molecule studies; however, to image individual ﬂuorophores
in vivo several experimental challenges need to be overcome.
Single-molecule ﬂuorescence microscopes aim to maximise the
signal collected from each ﬂuorophore by using high numerical
aperture objectives together with sensitive cameras. Laser excita-
tion reduces unwanted background ﬂuorescence due to the narrow
frequency spectrum. Sources of ﬂuorescent contamination can be
minimised, for example, by preparing cells with low ﬂuorescence
growth media, and carefully cleaning cover slips to remove
contaminants [13]. Total internal reﬂection ﬂuorescence (TIRF)
microscopes are popular for single-molecule imaging as they
reduce the problem of out-of-focus ﬂuorescence, which is inevita-
ble in epiﬂuorescence systems. In TIRF illumination, the excitation
beam is reﬂected at the interface between the coverslip and the
imaging medium so that the resulting evanescent excitation
extends only 150 nm into the sample [14]. This technique is well
suited to studies focused on the cell membrane, but less appropri-
ate for imaging deeper into the cytoplasm. To image the bacterial
nucleoid, TIRF systems can be used at sub-critical angles giving a
thin sheet of excitation light at a shallow angle to coverslip [15].
The ﬂuorophore used to label the protein of interest is of crucial
importance to the sensitivity of the experiment. Synthetic dyes are
generally brighter and more photostable than ﬂuorescent proteins,
however they also have major disadvantages. Immunostaining is a
common tool to label with synthetic dyes, but it requires cells to be
chemically ﬁxed and permeabilised. Unknown labelling stoichiom-
etries of ﬂuorophores per antibody and incomplete staining of a
particular protein with antibodies in the cell can hinder quantita-
tive analysis of the microscopy images [16]. Furthermore, deliver-
ing synthetic dyes into live cells is problematic, although progress
is being made, as discussed in Section 6 [17–21]. In this review, we
focus on labelling with genetically encoded ﬂuorescent proteins.
While not as bright or photostable as synthetic dyes, ﬂuorescent
proteins are ideal for imaging live cells and can achieve almost
1:1 labelling stoichiometry which facilitates counting proteins.
2.2. Super-resolution microscopy
Several microscopy methods have been developed to resolve
molecular structures smaller than the diffraction limit of light
(250 nm). Stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED)
[22] increases resolution by supressing unwanted ﬂuorescence
surrounding the central excited area, achieving a resolution of
50–70 nm for ﬂuorescent proteins [23]. In structured illumination
microscopy (SIM) [24,25] multiple images are taken with pat-
terned excitation light to extract additional spatial information
about the sample, allowing a resolution of 100 nm [23]. Both
these techniques, however, image ensembles of molecules [23].
The microscopy image produced by a single ﬂuorophore is a
ﬁnite-sized spot whose size is limited by diffraction. The shape of
this intensity proﬁle is known as the point spread function (PSF)and can, in many cases, be well approximated by a Gaussian func-
tion [26]. This allows the exact position of an isolated molecule to
be determined with much higher precision than the size of the PSF
by ﬁtting the image to a Gaussian mask (Fig. 1A I) [27]. The uncer-
tainty of the ﬁtted position depends mainly on the number of pho-
tons collected [26,28]; for typical single-molecule experiments
using ﬂuorescent proteins, the uncertainty is between 10 and
50 nm.
In order to ﬁt the ﬂuorescence intensity proﬁle of a molecule, it
must be sufﬁciently separated from any other molecules to be
clearly spatially resolved. Due to the small size of bacteria, this
means imaging only a few molecules per cell; a much lower den-
sity than most proteins in Escherichia coli (Fig. 1A II). Photoactivat-
ed localisation microscopy (PALM) overcomes this problem [29]
by taking advantage of photoconvertible or photoactivatable ﬂuo-
rescent proteins, such as mEos2 [30], Dendra2 [31] or PAmCherry
[32]. These proteins can be photoactivated with UV light, the
intensity of which can be chosen to ensure that there are very
few emitting (photoactivated) molecules at any given time. Mole-
cules are stochastically activated, imaged and localised over a
movie with typically several thousand frames. The localisations
from all frames can then be reconstructed into a super-resolved
image [23,29,33,34].
2.3. Single-particle tracking
Tracking the movement of molecules in live cells is a powerful
approach that in principle allows directly observing the kinetics
and location of protein activities. Single-particle tracking (SPT)
algorithms join together the positions of molecules over a series
of images to form trajectories. The density of labelled molecules
should be low so that their PSFs are resolved and trajectories do
not cross. This requirement limited early studies in bacterial cells
to artiﬁcially low protein copy numbers, as illustrated in Fig. 1A
II [2].
Combining single-particle tracking with the strategy of photo-
activation central to PALM allows many molecules to be tracked
sequentially [35], making it possible to study a much broader
range of biological problems. The basis of this technique is illus-
trated in Fig. 1B. As in typical PALM studies, single molecules are
sparsely photoactivated and imaged for a number of frames until
they photobleach. Compared to ordinary PALM, lower excitation
intensities are used to allow molecules to be tracked for a longer
duration at the cost of decreased localisation precision.
2.4. Analysing protein diffusion
Studying the mobility of DNA-binding proteins can provide key
insights into their function. Several well-established techniques
exist for obtaining information about the diffusive motion of mol-
ecules inside cells, such as ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) [36] and ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
[37]. In FCS the mobility of molecules is inferred from the time-
scale of ﬂuorescence intensity ﬂuctuations as they diffuse through
a focussed excitation beam. FRAP measures the time it takes for
ﬂuorescent molecules to diffuse into a previously photobleached
area. Fitting FCS and FRAP data to the appropriate model can allow
information on binding kinetics, such as association and dissocia-
tion rates, to be extracted [38].
While both these techniques can be used to great effect, they
are limited by the fact that ensemble measurements can mask
the presence of multiple molecular species with different diffusion
behaviour through averaging [39]. As a consequence, care must be
taken when extracting binding kinetics based on a pre-conceived
kinetic model [38]. Both FRAP and FCS study diffusion within a sin-
gle spot in the cell at any given time. In contrast, single-particle
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[4]. Most importantly, single-particle tracking provides informa-
tion about each molecule and thus reveals information about het-
erogeneity in the sample, and allows individual molecules to be
categorised based on their mobility. On the other hand, trajectories
of single molecules are typically limited to only a few frames
because of photobleaching, which obstructs the observation of pro-
cesses with slow kinetics or rare events. For this reason, combining
FRAP, single-molecule, and conventional ﬂuorescence microscopy
has proven useful for studying the same phenomenon on different
time-scales [5].
Trajectories generated from single-particle tracking experi-
ments can be analysed in several ways to characterise diffusion
and identify motion changes indicative of protein activity. The
mean squared displacement (MSD) of a molecule over a range of
observation times (lag times) can be used to determine if diffusion
is Brownian (the random motion of microscopic particles) (Fig. 1C
I). For two-dimensional Brownian diffusion, the MSD depends lin-
early on lag times (Dt); under these conditions the diffusion coef-
ﬁcient (D) is calculated using D = MSD/(4Dt). For sub-diffusive
molecules the MSD plateaus at higher lag times. Alternatively,
the distribution of displacements for molecules taken at one par-
ticular lag time can be plotted as an empirical cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) [40,41] (Fig. 1C II). The resulting curve can be
ﬁtted to an analytical CDF for a single or multiple diffusing species
to extract estimates for the diffusion coefﬁcients of these
molecules and determine the fractions of molecules in different
states.
Determining diffusion coefﬁcients from non-Brownian motion
is more complicated. Proteins can exhibit sub-diffusion due to
the conﬁnement from the small size of the bacterial cell [41], mac-
romolecular crowding [42], or DNA binding [4]. A number of other
factors can also bias the calculation of diffusion coefﬁcients,
including the ﬁnite number of steps per track, limited localisation
precision, and ﬂuorescence spot blurring due to molecule move-
ment during camera exposure times [43]. The magnitude of the
biases depends on the diffusion coefﬁcient itself, making any
corrections problematic. To account for these effects, apparent
diffusion coefﬁcients (D⁄) determined experimentally can be com-
pared to simulated data [4,7,41]. Typically, Brownian motion is
simulated by generating stochastic steps within the cell conﬁne-
ment area. In a more detailed approach, ﬂuorescence intensity pro-
ﬁles can then be modelled on the simulated tracks; the resulting
ﬂuorescence movies are analysed using the same routines and
parameters used to analyse the experimental data [4]. Another
approach to analysing tracking PALM data uses hidden Markov
models to describe molecules making memoryless jumps between
different diffusive states to extract not just D⁄ values, but also tran-
sition rates and dwell times [44]. This highlights the large amount
of information contained in tracking data which is often
unexploited.
2.5. Imaging DNA binding
The apparent diffusion coefﬁcient of single tracks can be used to
categorise molecules as bound to DNA (low D⁄ values) or diffusing
(high D⁄ values). Very short tracks (e.g. <4 steps) have a larger sta-
tistical uncertainty and are typically discarded for this analysis.
Representing apparent diffusion coefﬁcients as a histogram
(Fig. 1D I) shows the presence of different diffusive popula-
tions, that can be quantiﬁed by setting thresholds on D⁄ [4,13].
Plotting the location of categorised molecules allows the spatial
distribution of DNA binding events to be determined in live
cells.
Another approach to observe DNA-binding events uses the
width of the ﬂuorophore spot to report on the protein mobility(‘‘detection by immobilisation’’; Fig. 1D II). For long exposure
times, stationary molecules still appear as a point source, whereas
the image produced by a fast moving molecule is broader due to
motion blurring. When these ﬂuorescent spots are ﬁtted to a
Gaussian, the width of the ﬁt can be used to distinguish between
proteins stably bound to DNA and diffusing proteins [2,4].
2.6. Counting molecules
In addition to the mobility and spatial distribution of proteins,
their intracellular concentration and stoichiometry in complexes
are important observables. Using ﬂuorescent proteins, the total cell
intensity can directly report on the concentration of labelled pro-
teins with sufﬁcient sensitivity to detect inherent ﬂuctuations in
gene expression [45]. However, converting the concentration units
from intensity to molecules per cell requires careful calibration and
accurate cell segmentation. Labelled proteins that localise within
larger complexes can appear as bright spots, whose intensity drops
in a stepwise manner due to photobleaching of the individual mol-
ecules. Counting these photobleaching steps directly informs about
the stoichiometry and turnover of protein complexes in vivo
[5,46,47].
In the case of PALM imaging or tracking, individual photoactiva-
tion events each represent a single molecule, which naturally
allows counting protein copy numbers in a cell, or within particu-
lar subcellular regions. However, several sources of overcounting
and undercounting need to be taken into account. Photoactivatable
proteins may blink after activation; they transition from photo-
active to dark states reversibly [48]. This effect, as well as mole-
cules which transiently disappear as they diffuse in and out of
the area of illumination, can cause single molecules to be counted
multiple times. To overcome these problems, tracking algorithms
can connect localisations over a certain number of missed frames
in a track. On the other hand, sources of undercounting include
the presence of unfolded and immature ﬂuorescent proteins, as
well as incomplete photoactivation over the course of the experi-
ment [49].
Together, these experimental and analysis techniques highlight
the quantitative information available from in vivo single-mole-
cule methods. The following applications show how these tech-
niques can elucidate the DNA-binding behaviour of proteins
involved in DNA replication and repair, transcription, and chromo-
some organisation.
3. DNA replication and repair
The replisome is a multi-protein complex at the heart of DNA
replication, coupling continuous synthesis on the leading DNA
strand and discontinuous synthesis of Okazaki fragments on the
lagging DNA strand in one functional unit. In E. coli, the replisome
contains DNA polymerase III (Pol-III), DNA helicase, and sliding
clamp with associated clamp loading complex. The unwound
lagging strand template forms a loop onto which an RNA primer
is formed. The loop is subsequently released for synthesis of a
new Okazaki fragment and the RNA primer is removed by DNA
polymerase I (Pol-I) and sealed by DNA ligase.
Single-molecule methods have reﬁned our understanding of
the fundamental process of DNA replication but also challenged
some established facts by resolving the stochastic timing of
enzymatic reactions and transient protein interactions that
remained hidden in earlier ensemble experiments [50]. In vitro
single-molecule measurements focus on isolated proteins or recon-
stituted complexes but cannot recreate the complete cellular
environment. Chromosomal replication is a clear example of a pro-
cess where many insights can be gained from single-molecule
imaging in live cells, as illustrated by the following examples.
Fig. 1. Localisation and tracking of single molecules in live bacterial cells. (A) (I) The
position of a single ﬂuorophore can be localised with much greater precision than the
diffraction limit by ﬁtting the intensity proﬁle with a Gaussian mask which, in many
cases, approximates the underlying point spread function well. (II) Molecules can be
tracked in live cells by joining together localisations over successive frames. This analysis
requires ﬂuorescent spots to be isolated, which, in bacterial cells, limits the technique to
very low protein copy numbers. (B) Combining photoactivated localisation microscopy
(PALM) and single-particle tracking allows many molecules to be imaged and tracked
sequentially. As in typical PALM studies, single molecules are photoactivated using UV
light, then imaged for a number of frames until they photobleach irreversibly. This
process is repeated as other molecules are stochastically activated until all molecules of
interest have been imaged. (C) There are several ways to represent and analyse diffusion
of tracked molecules. (I) The mean squared displacement (MSD) of trajectories can be
measured at different lag times (Dt) to infer diffusion characteristics. For molecules
undergoing Brownian diffusion, MSDs increase linearly with lag time, whereas a plateau
in the MSD curve is characteristic for sub-diffusion of molecules whose motion is
conﬁned. (II) The distribution of step sizes for a given lag time can be plotted as an
empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF). Slowly moving molecules have a
steeper initial gradient than fast moving molecules. Data containing multiple diffusive
populations can be ﬁtted to quantify the fractions of molecules in different states. (D)
Two complementary single-molecule methods can be used to distinguish DNA-bound
molecules from diffusing molecules. (I) Molecules can be classiﬁed based on the
apparent diffusion coefﬁcient (D⁄) per track, with immobile molecules having very low
D⁄ values. The histogram of D⁄ values frommany individual molecules shows immobile,
DNA-bound, populations (red), and faster moving free populations (blue). (II) Bound and
diffusing molecules can be separated by imaging at long exposure times, so that the
ﬂuorescent spot from fast diffusing molecules appears broader due to motion blurring,
whereas bound molecules still appear as diffraction-limited point sources. The width of
the Gaussian ﬁt to the ﬂuorescence spot reports on the diffusion coefﬁcient and
transitions between states of different mobility can be detected.
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During replication, the circular E. coli chromosome is duplicated
in opposite directions by two replisomes. One of the intriguing
questions in the ﬁeld was whether the E. coli replication forks stay
together as a joint complex, as shown for Bacillus subtilis [51] and
similar to replication factories in eukaryotic cells [52], or function
individually [53]. Time-lapse ﬂuorescence imaging of replisome
components in live E. coli yields clear spots corresponding to indi-
vidual replication forks [54]. These foci ﬁrst assemble at the origin
of replication oriC, normally located at mid-cell in new-born slowly
growing cells. The two forks separate shortly after replication ini-
tiation and travel in opposite directions to each cell half before
returning to mid-cell for replication termination [54].
After showing that replication forks in E. coli work separately,
attention turned to the composition of the individual complexes
[47]. By labelling with the fast maturing and bright ﬂuorescent
protein YPet, the number of copies of 10 different proteins in the
replisome were counted (Fig. 2A I). Individual photobleaching
steps within replication foci matched the intensity of single YPet
proteins in vitro. Protein stoichiometries were obtained from the
total intensity in foci divided by the unitary YPet intensity. The
stoichiometries showed bimodal distributions that reﬂected either
single replisomes spaced far apart enough to be studied separately,
or two replisomes spaced more closely than the optical resolution
limit (Fig. 2A II). This study challenged the long-held notion that
the replisome contains exactly two replicative DNA polymerases
(Pol-III): one performing leading, and the other lagging, strand syn-
thesis. Instead, the copy number distributions for the polymerase
subunits clearly demonstrated the presence of three Pol-III enzymes
per fork. The analysis of ﬂuorescence spots in cells also reported on
the size of the replisome, since for most strains the dimensions of
the ﬂuorescent spots (305 nm) exceeded the diffraction-limited
PSF for the microscope (250 nm); this comparison agreed with
structural studies of the replisome that indicated that it roughly
occupies a sphere with a maximum diameter of 50 nm.
Quantitative ﬂuorescence imaging of B. subtilis replisomes
showed that sliding clamps get recruited at a rate of 67 dimers
per minute to newly assembled forks, consistent with the loading
of a new clamp at each Okazaki fragment [55]. Following fork assem-
bly, sliding clamp levels stabilise with a constant turnover, each pro-
tein having a binding time of about 3 min. In vitro, however, sliding
clamps displayed much longer binding times with a half-life of about
2 h, emphasising the need to re-examine in vitro results in the cellu-
lar context. Furthermore, replication forks in B. subtilis appeared to
leave a trail of sliding clamps that might serve as recruitment points
for other proteins such as mismatch repair factors that correct for
misincorporated nucleotides behind replication forks [56]. The misin-
corporation rates have been quantiﬁed by counting foci of mismatch
repair proteins in vivo [57].
3.2. DNA repair synthesis
DNA polymerases also play a key role in the frequent repair of
oxidised, alkylated, or deaminated DNA bases, as well as DNA
crosslinks and UV light induced DNA damage. Base-excision and
nucleotide-excision repair remove short sections of the damaged
DNA, leaving single-stranded DNA gaps to be ﬁlled and sealed by
Pol-I and ligase. Indeed, photoactivated single-molecule tracking
revealed transient binding of individual Pol-I and ligase molecules
in the presence of DNA methylation damage (Fig. 2B), allowing
base-excision repair rates to be quantiﬁed in live E. coli cells [4].
As opposed to chromosome replication, DNA repair synthesis by
Pol-I showed no clear foci in conventional ﬂuorescence images
[4]. Instead, photoactivating single molecules avoided the problem
of high background intensity from about 400 Pol-I molecules per
Fig. 2. Imaging DNA replication and repair. (A) Determining the stoichiometry of proteins in the E. coli replisome [47]. (I) Components of the replisome were labelled with the
ﬂuorescent protein YPet. Labelled replisomes appear as bright spots that separate into either cell half during replication. (II) Stepwise photobleaching of the labelled e subunit
of Pol-III revealed the presence of three copies of the replicative DNA polymerase per replication fork. (B) Photoactivated single-molecule tracking of Pol-I in live E. coli cells in
the presence of DNA methylation damage [4]. (I) Tracks of molecules that are bound to the chromosome to perform DNA repair synthesis appear stationary (shown in red),
and the majority of unbound molecules (shown in blue) diffuse inside the nucleoid. (II) The histogram of apparent diffusion coefﬁcients shows distinct populations of13%
bound and 87% diffusing Pol-I molecules at saturating DNA damage treatment. (III) An example track showing the search path of an individual Pol-I molecule (light blue) to
ﬁnd a repair site where it binds transiently (red) before unbinding (dark blue). The time-trace shows the stochastic diffusion steps for this molecule; horizontal lines indicate
the average diffusion coefﬁcients of 0.9 and 0 lm2/s in the diffusing and bound states, respectively. (C) Measuring single-molecule FRET in vivo: the puriﬁed Klenow
fragment (KF) of Pol-I was site-speciﬁcally labelled with a donor and an acceptor ﬂuorophore in vitro and internalised into live E. coli by electroporation [21]. (I) An example
molecule shows a constant FRET efﬁciency (E⁄, in blue) until the acceptor ﬂuorescence (red) disappears abruptly due to bleaching, which unquenches the donor ﬂuorescence
(green). (II) The histogram of the FRET efﬁciency agrees with previous in vitro measurements [60]. Panel A was adapted with permission from [47]  (2010), American
Association for the Advancement of Science. Panel B was adapted from [4],  (2013), Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA (PNAS). Panel C was reproduced
with permission from [21],  (2013), Elsevier.
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their apparent diffusion coefﬁcients. Saturating levels of DNA dam-
age treatment resulted in a ﬁvefold increase of bound molecules
that were distributed randomly throughout the nucleoid (Fig 2B I
and II). Tracks recorded at 15 ms per frame were typically either
entirely in the bound state or diffusing state, although longer
tracks occasionally showed transitions between the states, includ-
ing full repair events (Fig. 2B III). In order to measure the binding
time per repair event, the problem of rapid photobleaching of ﬂuo-
rescent proteins had to be circumvented. To this end, long expo-
sure times were used that allowed very low excitation and
photoactivation intensities. Under these conditions, only the
bound molecules showed diffraction-limited sharp PSFs while dif-
fusing molecules appeared as blurred spots due to their motion
during the exposure time per frame. Binding times could then be
measured from the lifetime of stationary spots. This approach is
similar to detection by immobilisation (see Section 2.5), but uses
photoactivation to image arbitrary densities of bound moleculesand eliminates the background ﬂuorescence from diffusing
molecules.
With the achievement of in vivo tracking of single DNA poly-
merases, the next technological boundary is the measurement of
protein conformations and structural dynamics in living cells.
Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) mea-
sures nanometre distances based on the relative ﬂuorescence
intensities of a donor and an acceptor ﬂuorophore pair. This tech-
nique provides magniﬁcent insight into protein–DNA interactions
in vitro [58], but the requirement for site-speciﬁc protein labelling
with bright synthetic ﬂuorophores has hindered in vivo applica-
tions. In a proof-of-principle study, Klenow fragment, a large frag-
ment of Pol-I, was puriﬁed and site-speciﬁcally labelled with donor
and acceptor ﬂuorophores. The labelled protein fragment was sub-
sequently introduced into live E. coli by electroporation [21,59].
Because the synthetic ﬂuorophores used were far more photosta-
ble than any ﬂuorescent protein, single-molecule tracks and ﬂuo-
rescence intensity time traces of more than 10 s at a temporal
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to the PALM study [4], most DNA polymerase molecules showed
rapid movement, with only a small population appearing to be
bound to DNA. These proteins displayed a FRET signal that
matched the established in vitro results [60] (Fig. 2C II).
4. Transcription and gene expression
Transcription is the ﬁrst step in gene expression and key to
understanding how cells respond to changes in their environment.
RNA polymerase (RNAP) is the enzyme responsible for all tran-
scription in E. coli. Several single-molecule studies have directly
imaged RNAP in cells to characterise its diffusive motion and shed
light on the spatial organisation of transcription.
4.1. RNA polymerase spatial distribution
The spatial distribution of RNA polymerase changes dramati-
cally in cells under different growth conditions [61]: Conventional
ﬂuorescence microscopy studies of RNAP in ﬁxed cells which had
been grown in nutrient rich media showed bright foci of densely
packed RNAP. These foci were hypothesized to be due to active
transcription on genes encoding for ribosome components (ribo-
somal operons). By contrast, in nutrient minimal conditions, RNAPFig. 3. Imaging transcription and gene regulation. (A) PALM imaging revealed changes in
signiﬁcant clustering of localisations was found for the control using unconjugated ﬂuores
were observed under minimal media conditions. Rich media conditions showed extensi
RNAPs transcribing a single ribosomal operon. Larger clusters likely represent multiple ri
dissociation using detection by immobilisation [3]. (I) Cells growing in media with IPTG d
localised spots indicates binding of LacI to the operator DNA. (II) The fractional binding a
IPTG dilution. (III) To test if LacI ﬁnds operator sites by sliding on DNA the association ra
distances. For distances larger than the sliding distance LacI ﬁnds the two operators site
operators is below the sliding distance of LacI the operator pair appear as a single search t
revealed that LacI slides for an average of 45 base pairs. Images in panel A were reproduc
with permission from [3],  (2012), American Association for the Advancement of Scienappeared to be more evenly spread over the nucleoid, consistent
with a broader range of active genes required for metabolism,
e.g. amino acid synthesis.
Overcoming the limited spatial resolution of these earlier mea-
surements, recent PALM studies in ﬁxed cells allowed quantitative
assertions about the numbers of RNAP molecules in transcription
foci [34] (Fig. 3A). RNAP in minimal media conditions showed
clusters containing 20–50 molecules. In contrast, in rich media
conditions, there were also clusters of 70 molecules, possibly cor-
responding to intense transcription of single ribosomal operons.
Larger clusters, containing >100 molecules, were observed that
may correspond to multiple operons in close spatial proximity.
Unconjugated ﬂuorescent protein (PAmCherry) was used as a con-
trol that did not display clustering of localisations. Future studies
in live cells would allow not only to see this phenomenon in its
unperturbed environment, but also to probe the stability and
dynamics of these foci.
4.2. RNAP diffusion
A key parameter for a quantitative description of gene expres-
sion is the intracellular concentration of RNAP available for
transcription. The total pool of RNAPs can be categorised into
several populations, (I) speciﬁcally-bound molecules involved inthe clustering of RNA polymerase (RNAP) under different growth conditions [34]. No
cent protein (free PAmCherry). Small clusters containing around 35 RNAPmolecules
ve clustering with a peak at about 70 molecules per cluster, likely due to multiple
bosomal operons in close proximity. (B) Measuring Lac repressor (LacI) binding and
o not show speciﬁc long-lived binding of LacI. Without IPTG the appearance of bright
s a function of time can be used to determine the association rate of LacI after rapid
te was measured in strains with two lac operator sequences separated by different
s independently, and hence the search time is lowered. When the distance between
arget, and hence the search time was the same as for a single operator. This analysis
ed with permission from [34],  (2013) Elsevier. Images in panel B were reproduced
ce.
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molecules probing DNA sequences during the promoter search,
and (III) freely diffusing molecules. The value of the latter two frac-
tions is important for understanding the expression levels of
unregulated (constitutively expressed) genes across different
growth conditions [62]. Ensemble-averaged measurements using
FRAP were used to infer the fraction of mobile and immobile RNAP
molecules for cells growing in both rich media [63] and minimal
media [34]. The studies showed that about 50% (Ref: [63]) or
50–80% (Ref: [34]) of RNAPs are stably bound to DNA.
There are a huge number of potential non-speciﬁc sites on the
chromosome that RNAP explores before binding speciﬁcally to a
promoter region. A recent study has attempted to quantify non-
speciﬁc binding of RNAP using tracking PALM experiments [7].
Over long timescales (1 s), RNAP in search of a speciﬁc binding site
will undergo many transient binding events lowering its apparent
diffusion coefﬁcient. To measure free diffusion without transient
binding, RNAP was imaged at very fast exposure times (2 ms)
under the assumption that it does not interconvert between free
diffusion and transient binding on this timescale. The experimental
data were compared with simulated data of two species of mole-
cules performing fast and slow Brownian diffusion, respectively,
to infer the diffusion coefﬁcient of free RNAP. By comparing these
values to data recorded at longer exposure times, estimates for the
relative fractions of molecules undergoing free diffusion (12%),
non-speciﬁc binding (28%) and speciﬁc binding (54%) could be
obtained.
4.3. Transcription factors
The ability of RNAP to transcribe can also be regulated by tran-
scription factors, which control the expression of genes by binding
speciﬁc sites in, or close to, DNA promoter regions and enhance or
prohibit RNAP binding in response to environmental changes.
Many transcription factors are present in low copy numbers per
cell, which raises interesting questions about how they ﬁnd their
sparsely distributed binding sites and how long they remain bound
[38]. The Lac repressor (LacI) is often used as a model system for
understanding transcription factor behaviour. When bound to its
operator, LacI represses the expression of genes that metabolise
lactose. IPTG, a mimic of a lactose metabolite, can bind LacI, remov-
ing its speciﬁc afﬁnity to the operator sequence, but still allowing
non-speciﬁc DNA binding (Fig. 3B I) [2].
Single-molecule imaging of LacI in the presence of IPTG showed
that LacI spends 90% of the time non-speciﬁcally bound to DNA,
suggesting that the search for its binding site involves a combina-
tion of 3D diffusion and frequent short-lived binding events
(<5 ms) [2]. These results were complemented by a later study
which recapitulated an in vitro assay [64] in live cells asking the
question whether LacI can slide along DNA during non-speciﬁc
binding events in search of its promoter [3]. A series of E. coli
strains were created with two LacO operator sequences placed at
different distances from each other (Fig. 3B III). Similar to [2], the
time taken for LacI to rebind after rapid IPTG dilution was mea-
sured, giving an estimate for the search time (Fig. 3B II). In strains
with the two operators separated far from each other the search
time was halved, indicating that they act independently. However,
when the operators were closer together than the sliding distance
of LacI, the pair appeared as a single search target and hence the
search time was similar to that for a single operator. This analysis
revealed LacI slides on DNA for an average of 45 base pairs.
A further study implemented a single-molecule chase assay to
establish the dissociation rate of LacI from the promoter [65]. In
this work, the endogenous LacI was replaced by a labelled LacI
mutant unable to bind IPTG and unlabelled wild-type LacI was
overexpressed. Initial incubation with IPTG therefore allowed onlylabelled mutant LacI to bind its operator. Sudden dilution of IPTG
subsequently permitted binding of unlabelled LacI, outcompeting
the labelled mutant once it dissociated. Timing the disappearance
of ﬂuorescent foci gave a dwell time of LacI on its native operator of
about 5 min. Knowledge of the association and dissociation rates
permitted testing standard and non-equilibrium models of tran-
scription initiation controlled by transcription factors.
5. Chromosome organisation
Organising highly compacted chromosomes for efﬁcient
transcription, replication, repair, and segregation constitutes a
remarkable task that requires the concerted action of a range of
DNA-binding proteins. In contrast to eukaryotic cells, bacterial
chromosomes are not contained in a nucleus or modelled into
chromatin. Despite this, the E. coli nucleoid is still a tightly com-
pacted structure and has a high degree of organisation, with genes
more distant from oriC on the genetic map also being physically
positioned further from mid-cell [66,67]. The eukaryotic cell cycle
allows for chromosome replication, segregation, and cell division to
take place in separate stages with checkpoints ensuring completion
of each stage. It remains puzzling how bacteria such as E. colimanage
to simultaneously perform these tasks, especially at high growth
rates, when replication initiates from nascent origins before comple-
tion of the previous replication round. Novel labelling and imaging
approaches are now addressing these questions. Staining nascent
DNA using ﬂuorescent nucleotide analogues revealed that folding
and segregation of the B. subtilis chromosome during replication
follows a helical path from the cell centre towards the poles [68].
Similar strategies using photoswitchable DNA intercalating dyes or
click-chemistry labelling of nucleotide analogues yielded super-
resolved images of the E. coli chromosome [69,70].
5.1. Organisation by nucleoid associated proteins
Fluorescent fusions of DNA-binding proteins offer an alternative
to directly labelling chromosomal DNA. Nucleoid-associated pro-
teins (NAPs) are particularly useful for imaging chromosomes, as
they are highly expressed and play a central role in nucleoid com-
paction by bridging, bending, and wrapping DNA strands. Super-
resolution microscopy helped characterise the spatial distribution
of NAPs and the underlying chromosome: Fis and HU proteins
were found to be distributed approximately evenly in an ellipsoi-
dal volume [4,8,71], while the histone-like nucleoid-structuring
protein H-NS, a global transcriptional silencer, showed distinct
clusters in cells (Fig. 4 A) [8]. Chromosome conformation capture
showed that H-NS regulated genes were more likely to be in close
contact with each other compared to negative control loci. In a
mutant strain lacking functional H-NS, the spatial proximity of
H-NS binding sites was reduced, suggesting that H-NS is important
in spatially organising the chromosome by sequestering silenced
genes together [8]. High-resolution microscopy and chromosome
conformation capture assays have provided time-averaged repre-
sentations of chromosomes; by pushing the temporal resolution
of three-dimensional epiﬂuorescence microscopy, it was discov-
ered that HU-labelled chromosomes exhibit density waves that
pulsate within cells on a time-scale of seconds to minutes [72].
Such dynamics might play a role in the segregation of replicated
chromosomes into sister cells.
5.2. Structural maintenance of chromosomes
In addition to small NAPs, large Structural Maintenance of
Chromosomes (SMC) complexes clamp DNA to aid chromosome
compaction and segregation [73]. The E. coli SMC complex
MukBEF forms foci that appear to be central anchor points for
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IV to unlink sister chromosomes [75]. Single-molecule imaging
revealed the stoichiometry of MukB, E, F complexes and their
binding time of about 1 min within foci [5]. By distinguishing
chromosome-bound and diffusing molecules using photoactivated
single-molecule tracking, it was shown that immobile MukB, E, and
F proteins accumulate in large clusters that are further organised
into sub-clusters with a size smaller than 40 nm (Fig. 4 B I). Diffu-
sion of the individual components MukB, E, and F outside clusters
was similar, despite large differences in their respective molecular
weights, suggesting that cytoplasmic MukBEF forms stoichiometric
complexes (Fig. 4 B II) [5]. B. subtilis SMC also displayed a mixture
of diffusing and stationary molecules; presence of the latter was
dependent on accessory proteins ScpAB [6].
5.3. Transcription and translation mediated chromosome organisation
Both transcription and translation have been shown to be
important in maintaining the organisation of the nucleoid. Antibi-
otics that inhibit transcription cause the nucleoid to expand,
indicating that transcribing RNAP compacts DNA, perhaps by
sequestering actively transcribed genes together [76]. On the other
hand, antibiotics that block translation cause nucleoid compaction.
This latter effect is thought to be due to transertion of membrane
proteins, i.e., coupled transcription and translation and insertion
into the membrane [77,78].
To address the extent to which translation and transcription are
coupled in E. coli, PALM images were taken of RNAP and the
ribosomal protein S2 [79]. The spatial distributions showed clear
segregation between ribosomes and RNAP, with only 15% of
ribosomes found within the nucleoid (Fig. 4 C). Both RNAP and
ribosome distributions extended to the cell membrane indicating
that transertion could be taking place; however, there appeared
to be no enrichment of RNAP at the nucleoid periphery, suggesting
that most transcription is not coupled with translation. In contrast
to this, conventional microscopy images suggested that the dens-
est areas of RNAP are located in relatively low density areas ofFig. 4. Imaging chromosome organisation. (A) Reconstructed PALM images of the nucleoi
that were unresolved using conventional microscopy (right panel) [8]. (B) (I) Photoact
proteins MukB, E, and F shows that bound molecules appear in clusters (red) [5]. (II) T
together as complexes. (C) PALM localisations of ribosomes (top) and RNAP (bottom) sho
reproduced with permission from [8],  (2011), American Association for the Advancem
American Association for the Advancement of Science. Images in panel C were reproducthe nucleoid, leading to the hypothesis that transcription fre-
quently happens on loops of DNA projecting out from the dense
centre of the nucleoid [76]. Given these two different ﬁndings,
there is a need to further study the spatial distribution RNAP at
high spatio-temporal resolution.
6. Summary
DNA replication, repair, transcription, and chromosome organi-
sation are interdependent processes which have to be coordinated,
especially in bacteria that lack a cell cycle [80,81]. We have high-
lighted key technological advances in the ﬁeld of single-molecule
and super-resolution imaging that offer very direct and fascinating
insight into these processes as they occur in living cells.
In this review, we focused on bacteria, which have served as
excellent testing grounds for developing in vivo single-molecule
techniques. Beyond the importance of understanding bacteria as
pathogens and for biotechnological applications, bacterial model
systems continue to surprise us with new fundamental biology
[82]. Nevertheless, there is a clear need to move single-molecule
techniques to studying DNA binding proteins inside the nucleus
of eukaryotic cells, despite the technological challenges it entails
(e.g., decreasing ﬂuorescence signal at larger depths from the cov-
erslip). Recent developments with reﬂected light sheet microscopy,
where a thin horizontal section of a cell can be illuminated, have
shown improvements in signal-to-noise [83]. This method has
recently been used to study the spatial distribution of RNAP II with
single molecule accuracy inside mammalian cell nuclei [84].
The future promises exciting improvements to current tech-
niques detailed in this review. Organic dyes hold many advantages
over ﬂuorescent proteins; they are smaller, brighter, and more
photostable. Labelling with synthetic ﬂuorophores would allow a
molecule to be observed over longer times and with better accu-
racy. Two of the key obstacles to using these dyes are, ﬁrstly, inter-
nalising them into live cells, and secondly, directing them to
speciﬁc targets. Progress is being made on both these fronts;
several existing methods are available to direct ﬂuorophores byd-associated protein H-NS show distinct clusters within the nucleoid (middle panel),
ivated single-molecule tracking of Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC)
he MSD curves for the three proteins are very similar, suggesting that they diffuse
w the apparent spatial segregation of transcription and translation [79]. Panel A was
ent of Science. Images in panel B were adapted with permission from [5],  (2012),
ed with permission from [79],  (2012), Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
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and enzyme-mediated protein labelling, which uses native or engi-
neered enzymes to ligate a small molecule probe to a recognition
site [17,18]. Unnatural amino acid labelling offers a promising
technique to site speciﬁcally label proteins in live cells, but the
technique remains challenging to implement [19,85]. Recent work
has allowed site-speciﬁc labelling of two different ﬂuorophores for
in vitro FRET experiments [86]. An alternative approach involves
internalising puriﬁed and in vitro labelled proteins with electro-
poration, as covered in Section 3.2 [21,59]. Further development
and application of these techniques offers exciting new possibili-
ties for live-cell single-molecule measurements.
The examples covered in this review show how quantitative
imaging can bridge the gap between in vitro assays and in vivo
microscopy, allowing counting of molecules, as well as analysis
of their diffusion and function in their native environment. In vivo
single-molecule microscopy is clearly set to become a widely
used tool as new methods make completely novel experiments
possible, but also as existing techniques become more accessible
to non-specialists users.Acknowledgements
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